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THINK NATURAL
PG 3

OPEN LIVING
PG 12

GO GREEN
PG 6

BOLD COLOR
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PG 9

THINK NATURAL
INSPIRATION

Motivated by the need to seek order out of
chaos, a search for the absolute and pure.
respecting the rawness
A renewed interest in

of nature.

texture.

Sustainability at the forefront of
residential design.

Finding the beauty in the imperfections.

APPLICATION

Use of raw / untreated materials to provide a
simple, natural aesthetic.
Incorporate recycled and reclaimed materials
into furniture and interior design.
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HUTTUNEN-LIPASTI-PAKKANEN ARCHITECTS

THINK NATURAL
UNTREATED WOOD
Architects and designers are beginning to adapt
raw wood into residential design. Unfinished
wood fully exposes its natural form and
pattern, and beautifully expresses precision in
the architectural detail. It provides an
economical and less toxic option in comparison
to treated wood, and is more environmentally
friendly.

HUTTUNEN-LIPASTI-PAKKANEN ARCHITECTS

The untreated wood selected for Villa

Mecklin, designed by Huttunen + Lipasti +
Pakkanen Architects’, is local to the area and
gracefully executed. All the wood surfaces left
will eventually turn grey, to further blend into
the environment.
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HUTTUNEN-LIPASTI-PAKKANEN ARCHITECTS

THINK NATURAL
RECLAIMED WOOD
The idea behind the ‘reclaim revolution’
handles the issues of eco-sustainability and
looks at new ways in which one can revamp
and reuse. These attitudes have created a
new niche market for quirky, interesting and
unique designs from architecture to
customized furniture. Its an excellent
option for a variety of interiors, ranging
from traditional to modern., and can add the
right touch of dimension and warmth to any
space.
R&R DESIGN WORKS

R&R Design Works, created by Sara Reiss,
works with dismantled barns, basketball
floors, and other ancient structures to design
and construct one-of-a-kind interior
treatments and furniture.
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R&R DESIGN WORKS

R&R DESIGN WORKS

INSPIRATION

Desire to incorporate nature into the
home
Provides a healthier

living space, and

the creation of better indoor environments.

Sustainability at the forefront of
residential design.

APPLICATION

Incorporate customized indoor green walls.
Construct a Green Roof in lieu of traditional
roofing assemblies.

GREENWORKS
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GO GREEN

GREEN ROOF
While the practice of building green roofs is
centuries old, it has experienced a renaissance
as the structural philosophy of the future. A
living green roof reduces the costs of heating
and cooling, encourages the local wildlife
and naturally filters the rain water it receives.
Many architects have adopted green roof
design techniques to yield beautiful,
sustainable residential homes.
BRAHLER RESIDENCE - ROBERT MASCHKE AIA

The Brahler Residence, designed by Robert
Maschke Architects Inc, blurs its green roof
into a vegetated wall. From the street, this
windowless living facade camouflages the
massing, increasing privacy for the spaces
beyond.
ROBERT MASCHKE AIA
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ROBERT MASCHKE AIA

GO GREEN

INTERIOR GREEN WALL
Green Walls are a growing trend in
residential design and are safe to install in any
environment.
their benefits include:
- improve air quality
- aesthetic impressions
- sound absorbing
- regulate temperature and reduce carbon
footprint
- possibility of interior produce gardens.
GREENWORKS

Greenworks provides a large variety of
green walls, from a small hanging green space
in the kitchen, to an entire wall in the master
bedroom.

GREENWORKS
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GREENWORKS

GO GREEN

INSPIRATION
Expresses a daring

statement against a

traditional backdrop.
Provides contrast to create a higher
level of intensity and richness.
Revival of a feel-good factor to life, feelings
of joy and

playfulness.

APPLICATION

Add a pop of color to a particular exterior
element, such as the front door or facade
panel.
Add accent color to any wall or room to
provide rich contrast.

BETHANY NAUERT PHOTOGRAPHY
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BOLD COLOR

EXTERIOR APPLICATION
An accent color statement can be just the
thing to give a plain exterior a big dose of
personality. Whether it’s the front door or
an exterior panel, it can set the tone for the
entire house.

The neon yellow door displayed at Finley

House, designed by Steve Zagorski, provides
vibrancy against the mono-tone steel and
white brick, expressing a playful dynamic.

FINLEY HOUSE - STEVE ZAGORSKI AIA

GRACE LENNON
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BOLD COLOR

INTERIOR APPLICATION
Interior accent colors enable a room to
become whole with separate pieces of color
adding depth to the composition. Accent
colors can help define your mood, or it can
catapult you into a different space and time.

The Annie Residence, designed by Bercy
Chen studio, uses color to differentiate
interior programmatic elements. Each
pavilion has a central core made of a steel

ANNIE RESIDENCE - BERCY CHEN STUDIO

stud frame, covered in translucent blue or
red acrylic panels. these colorful cores
contain all of the service areas of the house,
which maximizes energy efficiency and
allows open, light filled living spaces.

With no paint on the walls and concrete
flooring throughout, the colored panels

BERCY CHEN STUDIO

BERCY CHEN STUDIO

also cascade incredible reflections across
the home and into the water garden,
forming beautiful visuals.
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BOLD COLOR

OPEN LIVING
INSPIRATION

Houses in America continue to shrink.
Allows the flexibility to accommodate Americans evolving

lifestyles.

Multiple functions in one space.
Provide daylighting and passive heating
and cooling.

APPLICATION

Apply sliding doors and movable partitions.
Design large double story ‘great rooms’.
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HUTTUNEN-LIPASTI-PAKKANEN ARCHITECTS

OPEN LIVING
OPEN FLOOR PLAN
Open floor plans encourage the integration of
everyday living, creating “great rooms” by
combining the kitchen and living spaces to provide
the illusion of more space. A larger living space
combined with higher ceilings can be perfect for
those that enjoy open living and access to natural
sunlight.

the Fox Hollow Residence, designed by 2form
architects, separates the primary functions of the
house into a series of linked pods. The open living
‘pod’ provides both a breathtaking view of the

2FORM ARCHITECTURE

Willamette Valley and the optimal solar orientation for passive heating.
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2FORM ARCHITECTURE

2FORM ARCHITECTURE

OPEN LIVING
OPEN FLOOR PLAN
Open floor plans are also environmentally
friendly. An example of this is the LEED Gold

Champ-a-tee residence, also designed by
2form architects. The open living space not
only achieves optimal daylighting, but is also
passively cooled through use of ceiling fans,
operable windows, and vents that draw cool
air from the earth-bermed basement below.

.
2FORM ARCHITECTURE
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2FORM ARCHITECTURE

2FORM ARCHITECTURE

THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• Huttunen-Lipasti-Pakkanen Architects
• 2FORM Architecture
• GreenWorks
• Steve Zagorski
• Bercy Chen Studio LP
• Robert Maschke Architects Inc
• R&R Design Works
www.RandRDesignworks.com
Sarah Reiss (owner/founder, creator)
Sarah@RandRdesignworks.com
Etsy store: https://www.etsy.com/shop/RandRDesignworks

CREDITS
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